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Abstract		

______________________________________________________________________________________________________	
Recent Entrepreneurship orientation autonomous dimension discussion revealed the important and the 
positive influence of autonomous orientation as one of the Entrepreneurial orientations (EO) towards 
organizational performance and profitability. However, discussion of autonomous orientation in the 
context of individual such as entrepreneurs behavioral change impact still silent, especially in the 
context of ex-juvenile entrepreneur that can give an insight to the Entrepreneurship body of knowledge. 
Therefore, the objective of this conceptual paper is to understand the influence of autonomous 
orientation behaviors as one of the individual entrepreneurial orientation (IEO) towards delinquent 
behavioral change of ex-juvenile entrepreneurs. The conceptual paper proposed the framework that ex-
juvenile entrepreneurs could be autonomous and more importantly autonomous orientation might have 
a positive influence towards ex-juvenile entrepreneurs’ delinquent behavioral change. Subsequently 
relating development of this concept, the conceptual review demonstrates the importance of the 
autonomous orientation as an effective deliberate orientation for ex-juvenile entrepreneurs once they 
reconsider their delinquent behavior with entrepreneurial autonomous activities. Assuming autonomous 
orientation looks to replicate a desired reconciliation amongst delinquent behaviors and entrepreneurial 
autonomous orientation as an alternative to delinquency. Lastly, the conceptual paper concludes with 
suggesting some inferences for future research to dig out the study theoretically, conceptually and 
empirically of the individual EO autonomous orientation behaviors among delinquent populace (ex-
juvenile entrepreneurs) context. This conceptual paper provides a fresh knowledge about the IEO 
autonomous orientation potentiality in the entrepreneurs’ self-development and an insight to the 
entrepreneurship framework. 
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Introduction	
 
Does being autonomous oriented enough to influence ex-juvenile entrepreneurs delinquent behavioral 
change? Ex-juvenile entrepreneurs are juvenile released from reformatory centers and currently 
engaging into entrepreneurial activities in Katsina State, Nigeria, which create choices and 
opportunities for autonomy within the framework of entrepreneurship. The individual entrepreneurial 
orientation experienced by ex-juvenile entrepreneurs has been clearly described as   necessity based 
entrepreneurial and not opportunity based as the last resort or substitutes for survival because the 
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